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IPTCExt is a shell extension for Windows that adds shell support for viewing and editing IPTC data. IPTC data
includes captions, keywords, categories, credits, and origin information for transmitted images. IPTC data is
stored in a database and is accessible via a property sheet. IPTCExt adds pages to the property sheet for jpeg files
that allow you to edit IPTC data for one or multiple files. IPTCExt is free and it is released under the GNU
General Public License (GPL). Installation: 1. Start an elevated command prompt window and change to the
directory where you downloaded IPTCExt. 2. Type "ipterc.exe" and press Enter. 3. Press the "Start" button and
select "Install". 4. After installation, restart the system. 5. In the Registry, go to the following key:
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\FlexiImagePro\IPTCExt 6. Create a new string value (REG_SZ) named
"IPTCExt" and double-click it to enter the value data. 7. Paste the following text into the "IPTCExt" value data: ""
Note: The value data for the "IPTCExt" string should be in uniform capitalization (IE, FONTSIZE and not
fontsize). 8. If you have problems with "FlexiImagePro" register options or there are no fonts available for the
"viewer" window, change the "IPTCExt" value to: "" What is FlexiImagePro? FlexiImagePro is a program for
Windows that adds a property sheet to JPG files. It automatically determines the IPTC data in the JPEG file and
generates a property sheet that lets you view and edit the data. FlexiImagePro is free and it is released under the
GNU General Public License (GPL). Installation: 1. Download FlexiImagePro by clicking the "FlexiImagePro"
link on the FImagePro page. 2. Install the downloaded file. 3. Rest

IPTCExt PC/Windows

- Sets a keyword macro. - Requires an IDX file to be opened first. For each IPTC entry in the file, the macro will
be used for the keyword of the first field that is not an entry from the list. - Keywords can also be selected from
the 'add keyword' dialog. - If you select an IDX file that has no entries, then you will be able to define a new
keyword. - You can define a maximum of 5 keywords. If a keyword has been used before, the data will not be
displayed in the Data tab in the file. - The IDX file will be modified (marked as dirty). - To enable the IDX macro,
mark it as executable, and then select the IDX file to enable the macro. - When the macro is enabled and an IDX
file is modified, it will be marked as dirty. - Data in IDX files does not get compressed. - When importing an IDX
file into a text file, it will not get compressed. - The IDX file will not be modified when a text file is saved. This
can be useful for renaming a file without updating the keywords. - The IDX macro can't be used when the text file
is a broken link or is closed. - If the IDX macro is enabled, then there will be a button at the bottom of the macro
tab. When you click the button, a data will be added to the macro, and a test will be displayed. - Clicking the
button will add the data to the macro, and clear the test. - If you click the button while the macro is in use, an error
will be displayed. - If the macro is set to be recursive, it will append the data to the end of all the other macro
fields. - Some parameters of the macro are fixed, and can't be changed: - The keyword length must be exactly 20. -
There must be exactly one keyword. 77a5ca646e
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IPTCExt makes viewing and editing IPTC fields on Windows easier by adding to the explorer view list. In
explorer, IPTCExt shows the name, size and date of each file, plus the original IPTC fields. It shows the last IPTC
data change, and if a change is detected, a count is displayed. IPTCExt adds a field to the property sheet for JPEG
files, allowing you to view and edit the IPTC info for individual files. IPTCExt was designed to use the same
interface as the popular ImageInfo and PSPad Pro photo editors. It can show the IPTC data for an individual JPEG
file, or for the whole folder, and the edits are immediately applied to all images in the folder. IPTCExt uses the
popular JPEG image format, the standard supported by most image manipulation software. Requirements:
IPTCExt requires Windows 98/Me/NT4/2000/XP. It works fine with all versions of Windows from Windows 95
through Windows 7. Note that IPTCExt is not a replacement for Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Lightroom or similar
professional software. If you want to use IPTCExt as a replacement for Photoshop, you should use Photoshop in
addition to IPTCExt. IPTCExt features: IPTCExt allows you to view and edit IPTC data. Viewing IPTC info: - In
the explorer view list, you can see the file name, size, date of the file and the name, size and date of the last
change. - IPTCExt shows the original IPTC data as well as the changed data. Editing IPTC info: - IPTCExt adds a
"details" page to the property sheet for JPEG files. - The "properties" page allows you to view and edit the IPTC
data for one or multiple files. - If you have set the "details" page to show IPTC fields, the "properties" page will
show the IPTC data for a single file or for a folder of files. - The properties page has fields to view and edit the
name, file size, file date, and the original and changed IPTC data. - Edit is initiated immediately after clicking on
the "properties" button. - The properties page shows the original and changed IPTC data. IP

What's New In IPTCExt?

- Installs as a system service - Selects this service from the Services console in the Control Panel - Shows the
IPTCExt welcome dialog - Updates the IPTCExt service description - Installs the IPTCExtDLL shell extension
DLL into the system directory - Adds the IPTCExt shell extension to the start menu - Registers the IPTCExt shell
extension with the shell - Sets the IPTCExt shell extension icon - Sets the IPTCExt shell extension description -
Opens a local browser to the IPTCExt home page - Adds the IPTCExt property sheet to the program data-driven
property sheet IPTCExt Version History: - 0.0.1 - Creation - 0.1.0 - Updated to use WinInet instead of Internet
Explorer API See also: *** Use of this software is subject to the following agreement: By using this software, you
are agreeing to follow the Terms of Use (copied below). This software is provided by IPTCExt by arrangement
with The International Press Telecommunications Council, The text or images, (including logos) found in this
document are the intellectual property of IPTCExt and may not be copied or distributed without the express
permission of IPTCExt. The IPTCExt software is provided as is. IPTCExt does not warrant that this software will
function properly for any particular purpose. This software is provided "as-is". IPTCExt makes no warranty of any
kind, express or implied, as to the use, merchantability, fitness or quality of this software or information provided
by IPTCExt, or as to the results that may be obtained by using this software. IPTCExt does not warrant that this
software will be free of defective materials or work as intended. IPTCExt disclaims any liability to any person or
entity with respect to any liability you may possess or incur with respect to the use of this software or information
supplied by IPTCExt, or as to the results that may be obtained by using this software. IPTCExt is provided "AS
IS", without any warranty, either express or implied. IPTCExt makes no representation or warranty as to the use,
merchantability, fitness, or quality of this software, and specifically disclaims any implied warranties of
merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose. IPTCExt does not warrant that this software is free of
defects. To the extent permitted by law, IPTCExt will not be liable to any party for damages, losses, injuries, costs
or other expenses that may result from the use of this software or from information obtained using this software.
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System Requirements For IPTCExt:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 x64 SP1, Windows 8 x64 Processor: 2.0 GHz processor Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: 1280x800 minimum display resolution with at least 256MB VRAM Hard Disk: 16GB free space
Recommended: Graphics: 1280x1024 minimum display resolution with at least 256MB VRAM
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